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This thesis investigates the feasibility of a shipboard
combat survivable HF antenna design. The antenna is modeled
as a rectangular volume excited by a square patch atop a
monopole centered at one of the volume's faces. Several
computer models of the driving antenna are modeled with the
Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC) and compared. Scale
models of the driving antennas are made and their impedance
measurements compared to NEC computer models. Input
impedances and radiation patterns of the survivable antenna
are presented which indicate adequate performance given a
3:1 SWR.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. NEED FOR THE STUDY
Shipboard HF and VHF antennas tend to protrude from the
ship's silhouette and are quite fragile. This property
increases the ship's profile and causes the antennas to be
vulnerable to gun fire and bomb blast. Should a HF/VHF
antenna be destroyed or damaged by gun fire or bomb blast the
ship would suffer a loss in its HF/VHF communication capability
A loss of HF/VHF communications would degrade the ship's
fighting ability. Therefore, a study of methods to make
HF/VHF antennas more ' survivable is needed.
There are many survivable antenna designs which may be
investigated. The antennas might be made an integral part of
the ship's structure. This could be done by using patch or
slot antennas imbedded in the hull or superstructure of the
ship. An alternate approach would be to excite sections of
the ship's superstructure allowing them to perform as antennas.
For example, the ship's mast or stack might be excited and
used as an antenna. Another possible design might take the
form of a telescoping antenna. These and other possible
survivable antenna designs should be investigated.
B. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Using a section of the ship's superstructure as an antenna
is one possible survivable antenna design. This study
approximates a section of the ship's superstructure as a
12x12x12 meter metal box over a perfect ground. The problem
is to excite this metal box and determine the impedance and
radiation patterns of the antenna.
There are several ways to excite a metal box. One possi-
ble scheme is to insulate one or more sides of the box. A
conductive patch may then be placed on the insulated face or
faces and driven with a voltage or current source. The patch,
in turn, excites the box. Another possible scheme is to uti-
lize the same configuration but with slots instead of patches.
"Patch monopole" is the name chosen to describe the antenna
used for exciting the box in this study. Figure 1.1 shows the
three sizes of patch monopoles used in this study. The three
patch sizes are: 4x4 meters, 6x6 meters, and 10x10 meters.
The center of each patch section was chosen to coincide with
the center of the box face. This was done to vary the spacing
between the patch edges and the sides of the box. Figure 1.2
shows the middle sized patch monopole centered at the box
face. To demonstrate the relative size differences of the
three patch monopoles with respect to the box size, Figure 1.3
shows the three patch monopoles superimposed on each other at
the box face.
A monopole structure is connected between the patch and
ground to facilitate exciting the patch section, hence the
name patch monopole. The monopole section is driven at its
base by a voltage source. Since the monopole section serves
H 10 H
Figure 1.1. The Three Patch Monopoles
Figure 1.2. The Middle Sized Patch Monopole at Box Face
Figure 1.3. All Three Patch Monopoles Superimposed
at Box Face
as a voltage feed to the patch, it will be referred to as the
patch monopole's "feed line" at- various times throughout this
study
.
For ease in identifying the patch monopoles they will be
referred to by the ratio of their patch width (W) to feed line
height (H) . The three ratios are: W/H = 1, W/H = 2, and
W/H =10.
C. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS
Although there are several ways to excite a rectangular
volume this study concentrates on the use of patch monopoles
for that purpose.
The frequency range investigated is limited to the HF
range of 2-24 MHZ. This limitation is imposed due to computer
storage and time restraints. As frequency increases the wave-
length decreases and the number of wire segments required to
model the antenna increases. This will be discussed more in
Section II.
The major emphasis of this study is the development of an
adequate computer model for the patch monopole. The patch
monopole and metal box are then modeled as a unit on the
computer. The computer code used to model the antenna
structures in this study is the Numerical Electromagnetics
Code [Ref . 1]
.
Physical scale models of the patch monopoles were con-
structed for impedance measurement purposes. There are
accuracy limitations of the impedance measurements taken on
the scale models.
The ground plane used with the scale models is an 11x11
meter ground plane. Since the ground plane is not infinite,
some differences in theoretical and measured impedance values
will occur due to edge effects. In addition there are
several buildings located near the ground plane which may
cause unwanted reflections.
The feed transition to the antenna on the ground plane
does not physically fit the scale antenna models. The scale
models are tapered at the base to correct this mismatch.
However, the taper does cause some shift in the antenna impedance
This thesis starts with a discussion of computer and
physical antenna modeling in Chapter II. Chapter III describes
10
the computer models used in this study and Chapter IV describes
the physical models built for comparison to the computer
models. Chapters V and VI are presentations of the computer
and physical model results. The results are compared in
Chapter VII and conclusions and recommendations presented in
Chapter VIII.
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II. NUMERICAL AND PHYSICAL MODELING
A. WIRE ANTENNA COMPUTER MODELING
Wire antenna modeling programs typically solve integral
equations for the antenna's current distribution. Once the
current distribution is known other antenna parameters of
interest may be calculated.
The electric field at an arbitrary observation point, r,
due to an arbitrary known current density located at a point
r', (see Figure 2.1), can be found by integrating the product
of the free space Green's function and the known current
density over the surface on which the current density resides
as shown in the following equation:
E(r) = / G(r,F') -J (F')dA'
Figure 2.1. Electric Field Due to Current Distribution
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The above equation becomes an integral equation when the
electric field is known and the current unknown. When r is
on a conducting surface, S, the electric field, E(r) , must
satisfy the following boundary condition:
n x [E(r) + Ex (r)] =
and the electric field integral equation becomes [Ref. 2





j indicates the principal value integral;
s
J is the surface current density;
s
n(r) is the surface unit normal vector at r;
E
1 (r) is the incident electric field at r;
and
















W = radian frequency
In the above equation G(r,r') is the kernel or Green's function,
-n (r ) x e 1 (r ) is the forcing function, and J (r 1 ) is the unknown
s
current distribution. Figure 2.2 depicts the coordinate system
utilized by the electric field integral equation.
Figure 2.2 Electric Field Integral Equation
Coordinate System
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For the analysis of thin wire structures the electric
field integral equation is reduced to a scalar integral
equation by use of the thin wire approximation. Thin wire
structures are wire structures for which the wire radius is
small compared to a wavelength.
The thin wire approximation replaces the surface current
density with a filament current at the center of the wire
being modeled. Circumferential variations of longitudinal
currents are ignored as are effects of circumferential cur-
rents. Only the axial current is considered. A minimum
distance of the wire radius is maintained between the fila-
ment current and the field observation points. Figure 2.3
illustrates the coordinate system used with the thin wire
approximation. The resulting scalar integral equation is:
2
-^• fi(F
> jik/ ,-, IC« , >U-s*k2 -s|jr.)g(r,r'>d.'C (r)
where I(s') is the axial current.
A widely used technique for solving the integral equation
is the application of the method of moments [Ref. 3]. The
integral equation is of the form L[J (r')l = F(r) where L
is a linear operator (here integration) having a domain D
containing the vectors represented by J (r')-
J (r) ' represents the unknown current distribution and
s
F(r) is the known forcing function whose range is in the
range R_ of L.
15
Figure 2.3. Thin Wire Approximation Coordinate System
The current is expanded in a set of N linearly independent








Here the a 's are not known but are determined in the solution
n
process and the j 's are the basis functions chosen by the
n





nL[J n (r')] (1)
Next, a set of N linearly independent weighting or testing
functions are postulated which span a N-dimensional vector
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space S. These weighting functions are denoted by W with
m






The N projections of J (r') and of £ a j (r 1 ) upon the
n=l
subspace S are then forced to be equal by taking the inner
products with the weighting functions. This forces the right
and left sides of Equation (1) to be equal. Taking the inner
products with the set of N weighting functions the following











This linear algebraic system is then solved for the N unknown
coefficients a , and an approximation to J (r 1 ) is obtained.
The selection of basis functions and weighting functions
affects the accuracy of the solution and the efficiency of
the computation. Different computer codes use different
combinations of these functions. Each has its advantages and
disadvantages for different antenna geometries. E.K. Miller
and F.J. Deadrick present an excellent comparison of the
different combinations of basis and weighting functions
[Ref . 4]
.
Having solved the system of linear equations an approxi-
mation of the current distribution is obtained. Knowing the
current distribution the antenna's radiation patterns, input
impedance, gain, efficiency, and other parameters may be
calculated.
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The Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC) is a method of
moments computer code for the analysis of the electromagnetic
response of antennas and other metallic structures. NEC is
the computer code used for modeling in this thesis.
NEC's application to wire antennas requires the structure
to be modeled with strings of short straight wire segments.
These segments should follow as closely as possible the
geometry of the conductors of the structure being • modeled
.
NEC uses the method of moments to numerically solve the thin
wire integral equation for the currents on the wire segments
and consequently the entire structure.
The weighting functions used by NEC are Dirac delta
functions located at the center of the wire segments. The
weighting functions have the form:
V r) 6(S - Sm'
where S_ are the set of match points found at the center of
m r
each segment S. This is known as the collocation method of
solution.
NEC uses a three term basis function for the current
expansion. The basis function is the sum of a constant,
sine, and cosine term. Each basis function extends over the
segment for which it is defined and onto the segments on
either side of the segment for which it is defined, see
Figure 2.4. The result is a continuous current distribution




Figure 2.4. Basis Function Configuration
NEC has the capability of modeling active or passive
structures. The structure may be located over a perfect
or imperfect ground. A model may be composed of perfect or
imperfect conductors and include lumped element loading if
desired. NEC is capable of using symmetry where it exists
in the structure to significantly reduce the computer storage
and time requirements. NEC allows the 'self-interaction
matrix' of a structure to be computed, factored for solution,
and stored on tape or file. This matrix may then be used when
a new antenna or structure is added to the environment of the
original structure, reducing the computation time required.
Once NEC has computed the current distribution it will output,
as requested, the following quantities: input impedance, input
power, antenna efficiency, radiation patterns, gain, coupling,
near field values, polarization, currents, and charge
distribution.
NEC allows several types of excitation. The structure may
be excited by an applied source or an incident plane wave
with various polarization schemes. Of primary interest in
this thesis are the applied voltage source models. There
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are two such models used by NEC, the E-gap voltage source
and the current-slope-discontinuity voltage source.
The E-gap or applied field voltage source places the
E-field at the match point of the source segment. The
result is a nearly rectangular field spread over the width
of the source segment, mathematically:
»2
V =-( E • s ds : - EA
° I
The current-slope-discontinuity model forces a discontinuity
in the charge density between segments such that





Note that since the current-slope source is a more localized
source it is less dependent on segment length than the E-gap
voltage source. Also, the E-gap source is applied at the
center of the wire segment while the current-slope-discon-
tinuity source is applied to the base of the segment.
There are several wire structure modeling guidelines
which should be adhered to: When using a voltage source,
the segment lengths on either side of the segment to which
the source is applied should be equal to the length of the
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segment on which the source is applied. When the current-
slope-discontinuity source is used, adjacent segments should
have radii equal to the radius of the segment to which the
source is applied. Wire segment lengths, d, should be less
than a tenth of a wavelength, in critical regions making
d < . 05A may be necessary. Extremely short segments, less
-4
than 10 A should be avoided. The radius 'a' of a wire
segment should be small .relative to both wavelength and
segment length, the guidelines are:
a < . 5d
a < .1A
Equal radii and length segments should be used at junctions.
Large changes in radius should be avoided, however, if such
changes are necessary the radius change should be done in
successive steps. Sharp bends in thick wires should be
avoided. Wires must not be overlaid. Wires which are to
be connected must contact at segment ends. Contact is
considered made when following inequality is satisfied:




In general, while remaining within the above guidelines,
the more segments used to model the structure the more
accurate the solution.
Metallic surfaces may be modeled with varying degrees of
success by a wire grid. This is possible since as the grid
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size becomes small relative to a wavelength, the grid supports
a current distribution which approximates that of the con-
tinuous surface. The current is only an approximation,
however, and as such can be expected to predict far fields
and impedances reasonably well but possible not near fields.
The wire grid will approximate a surface if the mesh is
dense enough, a tenth of a wavelength is considered adequate
for most models. The ratio of segment length to radius
should obey the following inequality: 10 < d/a < 30, where d
is the segment length and a the wire radius. As a mesh is
sparser than a continuous surface its currents will tend to
be concentrated and exhibit a higher inductance than would
normally be present on the continuous surface. Possible
solutions are to use distributed loads of negative inductance
or fat, rod-like wires.
B. SCALE MODELING
Antenna engineers often use scale models of antennas as
tools in antenna analaysis and design. Such models predict
the response of the full size antenna well and are less
expensive to build than the full-sized antenna. Scale models
also require less test area to conduct measurements in.
As a consequence of the linearity of Maxwell's equations
an antenna with certain properties at a given frequency, f,
will have identically the same properties at another frequency,





Thus a 10 meter monopole at a frequency of 10 MHZ
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may be modeled by a 1 meter monopole at 100 MHZ. Problems do
arise in scaling the conductivity however. To properly scale
the antenna the models conductivity should be 10 times that
of the original monopole. If the original antenna is made of
copper or some other highly conductive material it may not be
possible to build the model from a material of 10 times the
conductivity. This is not too serious a problem, however,
since conductivity losses affect the operation of most
antennas only to a small degree.
Selection of a ground plane for the scale model antenna
measurements is important. The ideal ground plane is infinite
in extent and made of a perfect conductor. The radiation
fields of a monopole of height h over such a ground plane are
identical to those of a center driven dipole of length 2h.
This follows from the image theory [Ref . 6] . The monopole'
s
input impedance is one-half that of the dipole. The above
properties hold for all antenna-s over a perfect ground.
When a finite imperfect ground plane is used the radiation
patterns are distorted due to the edge effects of the ground
plane [Ref. 7], In addition the ground plane size affects
the input impedance of the antenna. It is reported that for
a quarterwave monopole above a circular ground plane of diam-
eter greater than 10 wavelengths the variation of the resis-
tance or reactance from that of an ideal monopole over a
perfect ground is less than an ohm. This variation in impe-
dance gets progressively worse as the ground size is reduced.
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Meir and Summers [Ref. 8] have made measurements of mono-
poles over finite ground planes. Their results indicate a
square ground plane produces less variations in impedance than
does a circular ground plane. Also, broad monopoles produce
less variations in impedance than do thin monopoles. Typical
variations for a L/A = .488 monopole of . 0258A diameter over
a square ground plane were ±10% in resistance and ±17% in
reactance for a ground plane 2 wavelengths wide. When the
ground plane width was increased to 4 wavelengths the variations
were 4% in resistance and 8% in reactance. Thus the ground
plane used should be as large as possible and preferably square.
The feed transition to the scale antenna is also an impor-
tant consideration. The feed transition should present a
smooth 50 ohm (or any other characteristic impedance desired)
to the antenna. The antenna should fit the transition so as
not to present any discontinuities in the network. Such dis-
continuities could cause reflections which change the standing
wave ratio and other properties of the antenna.
If the antenna's radius is not the same size as the feed
transition radius, it may be altered by tapering the base of
the antenna to fit the feed transition radius. Such tapering
will minimize the discontinuities seen by the electromagnetic
transmission to the antenna. Tapering the antenna will also
change the properties of the antenna but to a lesser degree
than an inadequate fit to the feed transition.
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III. COMPUTER MODELS
This section presents the various computer models used in
this study. The models range from monopoles to patch monopoles
at the face of box structures. All models were run over a
perfect ground.
A. MONOPOLE MODELS
Two monopoles were modeled on the computer. Both mono-
poles were of height 13.98 6 meters and run over the frequency
range: 2-24 MHZ. The first monopole had a constant radius of
.054 meters and was constructed of fourteen equal length wire
segments, each .999 meters long. This monopole is a computer
model of one whose impedance characteristics over the fre-
quency range in question have been tabulated by R.W.P. King
[Ref . 9] . This monopole computer model will serve as a check
between NEC's calculated impedance and that of theory.
The second monopole modeled with NEC was of identical
height as the first but had a tapered base similar to the
physical scale models of this study. The base of the mono-
pole was "step tapered" over 2 segments. The first segment
had a radius of .13387 meters and a length of .2925 meters.
The second segment had a radius of .09337 meters and a length
of .2925 meters. The remaining thirteen segments were of
radii .054 meters and length 1.0308 meters each. Figure 3.1




Figure 3.1. Taper Shapes of Models
b) Computer Model
a) Scale Model;
Both monopoles were driven at their base with a 1 volt
E-gap voltage source.
B. PATCH MONOPOLE MODELS
The patch monopole is a generic antenna used in this
study for the excitation of a metallic box. as discussed in
Chapter I.
Wire grid computer models of the W/H = 1 and W/H = 10
patch monopoles with various grid densities were built to
determine the effect of grid density on the computer models'
impedances. To conserve computer resources the W/H = 2 patch
monopole was not run. The assumption was that the behavior
of the W/H = 2 patch monopole would lie somewhere between
that of the W/H = 1 and W/H = 10 patch monopole models.
The grid models were run at three frequencies: 2 MHZ,
6 MHZ, and 10 MHZ. These frequencies corresponded to below,
near, and above resonance, respectively. The radius of the
wire segments used was .05 meters. Figure 3.2 shows the
typical grid structure used for modeling the patch monopoles.
26
*(b)Ca)
Figure 3.2. Wire Grid Models. a) W/H = 1; b) W/H =10
Tables 1 and 2 provide a summary of the different grid densi-
ties used with the wire grid models.
TABLE 3.1
GRID DENSITIES OF W/H = 1 ANTENNA MODEL
Grid Spacing in Wavelengths
Grid Spacing
in Meters f = 2 MHZ f = 6 MHZ f =10 MHZ
2 .0133 .0400 .0667
1 .0067 .0200 .0336
.5 .0033 .0100 .0167








GRID DENSITIES OF W/H =10 ANTENNA MODEL
Grid Spacing in Wavelengths
Grid Spacing






To determine the effect of the different voltage sources
on the computer models, each of the wire grid models of
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 were run with an E-gap voltage source and
a current-slope-discontinuity voltage source, separately.
The voltage sources were applied to the wire segments which
contacted the ground plane, i.e., the lowest wire segment
of the feed line on each model.
The number of wire segments used to construct the patch
monopole feed lines was also varied. This investigated the
effect of equal and unequal length segments at junctions as
well as the effect of varying the number of equal length
segments on either side of a voltage source. Note that when
a ground plane is present it appears to the code as if, in
addition to the modeled antenna, a mirror image of the
antenna above the ground plane is also below the ground plane'.
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Thus placing the voltage source at the segment touching the
ground plane is like placing it at the center of the two
antennas, and does not violate the modeling guideline of
having equal length segments on either side of the voltage
source.
The W/H = 10 patch monopole was modeled with a one segment
feed line and a 3 segment feed line. The W/H = 1 patch mono-
pole was modeled with a 3 segment feed line and a feed line
whose segment lengths were of the same length as those used
for the grid structure of that particular wire grid model.
Tables 3.3 and 3.4 summarize these segment lengths in terms
of wavelengths.
TABLE 3.3
NUMBER OF FEED SEGMENTS AND THEIR LENGTHS IN
WAVELENGTHS FOR W/H = 1 ANTENNA MODEL
Feed Segment Length in Wavelengths
Number of Feed
Segments f = 2 MHZ f = 6 MHZ f = 10 MHZ
2 .0133 .0400 .0667
3 .0089 .0267 .0444
4 .0067 .0200 .0333
8 .0033 .0100 .0167
10 .0027 .0080 .0133
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TABLE 3.4
NUMBER OF FEED SEGMENTS USED AND THEIR LENGTHS IN
WAVELENGTHS FOR W/H =10 ANTENNA MODEL
Feed Segement Length in Wavelengths
Number of Feed
Segments f = 2 MHZ f = 6 MHZ f = 10 MHZ
1 .0067 .0200 .0333
3 .0022 .0067 .0111
The number of feed lines and voltage sources driving the
wire grid models was changed from 1 to 3 . This was done to
determine the effect of multiple feed points on the patch
monopole models. Each of the three feed lines was composed
of three, equal length wire segments. The feed line segment
sizes in wavelengths was the same as the three segment feed
line cases of Tables 3.3 and 3.4. The three feed lines were
each driven at the base by a 1 volt E-gap voltage source.
Figure 3.3 shows typical three feed line models.
Three "sparse" computer models were modeled with NEC.
These models were run to investigate the modeling of the patch
monopole with a non-grid structure. The configurations of
these models were selected because their geometry approximated
the major distribution of current on the 2 MHZ wire grid
model.
For ease in identifying the sparse model configurations the
following abbreviations will be used:
sparse patch monopole with no vee--SPMNV
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Three Feed Line Wire Grid Models
a) W/H = 1, b) W/H =10
sparse patch monopole with vee and vertical center—SPMVC
Figure 3.4 shows the models and their abbreviated names
(a) Cb) (c)
Figure 3.4. Sparse Models. a) SPMNV, b) SPMV, c) SPMVC
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The sparse models were modeled with one feed line. The W/H = 1
models each had three segments on their feed lines. The
W/H = 10 models were modeled twice, one with one segment feed
line and once with three segment feed lines.
Each of the wires composing the W/H = 1 patch monopole
patch section was made of two wire segments. Each of the
wires used in the W/H = 10 patch section was divided into
four segments. Tables 3.5 and 3.6 provide segment lengths
in terms of wavelength for the sparse models.
TABLE 3.5
W/H = 1 SPARSE MODEL SEGMENT LENGTHS
Segment Size in Wavelengths
Segment
Type 2 MHZ 6 MHZ 10 MHZ
Vertical .0133 .0400 .0667
Horizontal .0133 .0400 .0667
Diagonal .0149 .0448 .0746
Feed .0089 .0267 .0445
The sparse models were run with their wire radii equal to
.005 meters as well as .05 meters. This was to determine the
effect of wire radius variations on calculated impedance.
Three patch monopole configurations were run over the
frequency range of 2-24 MHZ. The three patch monopoles were
of the wire grid type with the following W/H ratios: W/H = 1,
W/H = 2, and W/H = 10. These patch monopoles were each driven
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TABLE 3.6
W/H =10 SPARSE MODEL SEGMENT LENGTHS
Segment Size in Wavelengths
Segment
Type 2 MHZ 6 MHZ 10 MHZ
Vertical .0167 .0500 .0834
Horizontal .0167 .0500 .0834
Diagonal .0187 .0559 .0932
Feed (1 seg/feed) .0067 .0200 .0334
Feed (2 seg/feed) .0022 .0067 .0111
with a 1 volt E-gap voltage source at the segment connecting
the patch monopole to the ground. Each of the patch monopoles
was constructed of .05 meters radii wires and a grid separation
of one meter. The W/H = 1 and the W/H = 2 models' feed lines
were three equal length wire segments. The W/H = 10 model's
feed line had one segment. Table 3.7 lists the range of the
models grid sizes, feed segment lengths, and antenna heights
in terms of wavelengths. Figure 3.5 shows the three models.
TABLE 3.7
ANTENNA DIMENSIONS AT 2 MHZ AND 24 MHZ
W/H = 1 W/H = 2 W/H = 10
Measurements in
Wavelengths 2 MHZ 24 MHZ 2 MHZ 24 MHZ 2 MHZ 24 MHZ
Height .0534 .6405 .0600 .7206 .0734 .8807
Grid Size .0067 .0801 .0067 .0801 .0067 .0801
Feed Segment














Figure 3.5. Wire Grid Path Monopole Models
C. METAL BOX COMPUTER MODELS
A 12x12x12 meter box above a perfect ground was modeled
with .05 meter radii wires over the frequency range 2-24 MHZ.
One side (or face) of the box was left open for later insertion
of a patch monopole at the box face.
Three different grid densities were chosen for three
frequency ranges. This was done to minimize computer time
and storage while still maintaining the less than one-tenth
a wavelength per wire segment length criteria. Table 3.8
lists the frequency ranges and corresponding grid spacings.
Figures 3.6-3.8 show the wire grid box models used.
Finally, the metal box with a patch monopole at its open
face was modeled over a perfect ground. The box was run
for a W/H = 1, W/H = 2, and a W/H = 10 patch monopole at the
face of the box, separately. The patch monopoles were those
34
TABLE 3.8













2-10 3 .0200 .1001
11-15 2 .0733 .1001
16-24 1.2 .0640 .0961
Figure 3.6. Box Model for Frequency Range 2-10 MHZ
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Figure 3.7. Box Model for Frequency Range 11-15 MHZ
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Figure 3.8. Box Model Frequency Range 16-24 MHZ
which had been run over the frequency range 2-24 MHZ with the
one meter grid spacing, discussed earlier. Figure 3.9 shows
a typical gridded box model with a wire grid patch monopole
at its open face.
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Physical scale models of the patch monopoles and of a
monopole whose theoretical impedance values are known, were
constructed to provide a correlation between physical
impedance measurements and the impedances predicted by NEC.
The impedance measurements were performed with the physical
models over an 11 x 11 meter ground plane. A scale factor of
1/4 5 was used on the physical models to ensure the ground
plane was at least three wavelengths across at the lowest
.frequency. The frequency' range used for the impedance measure-
ments was 90-1080 MHZ. This corresponded to the computer model
frequency range of 2-24 MHZ. Appendix A provides a block
diagram of the experimental set up.
A. SCALE MONOPOLE
To determine the accuracy of the experimental set up a
monopole whose theoretical characteristics have been tabu-
lated by R.W.P. King [Ref. 9] was built. The physical
monopole was a flat-top cylindrical brass rod of height .3108
meters. The bottom of the monopole was tapered from a
diameter of .685 cm at the base to the monopole diameter of
.24 cm at a height 1.3 cm from the monopole base. Although
this taper presents a deviation from the theoretical monopole
it was necessary to match the diameter to that of the feed
transition's center conductor. (This taper is also used
39
with each of the patch monopole models to be discussed in
this chapter.)
B. SOLID PATCH MONOPOLES
Scale patch monopole models of the W/H = 1 and W/H =10
patch monopoles were constructed. The patch sections of
the two models were made of .215 cm thick brass plate while
the monopole sections were made from .24 cm diameter brass
rods. The taper described in Section A was used on both
models. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 are photographs of the W/H = 1
and W/H = 10 scale models respectively.
Figure 4.1. W/H = 1 Patch Monopole 1/4 5 Scale Model
40
Figure 4.2. W/H = 10 Patch Monopole 1/4 5 Scale Model
C. GRID PATCH MONOPOLE MODELS
Wire grid scale patch monopole models were built to pro-
vide a comparison between the computer patch monopole models
and the physical models, as well as to determine the degree
to which a wire grid approximates a solid plate.
Scale models of the W/H = 1, W/H = 2, and W/H = 10 wire
grid computer models were built. The grid spacing of the
scale models was 2.22 cm corresponding to the computer wire
grid models with grid spacings of one meter. The diameter of
the brass rods used to construct the grids and the monopole
sections was .24 cm. Again the taper described in Section A
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was used with each model. Figures 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 are
photographs of the W/H = 1, W/H = 2, and W/H = 10 wire grid
scale models, respectively.
Figure 4.3. W/H = 1 Scale Wire Grid Patch Monopole Model
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Figure 4.4. W/H = 2 Scale Wire Grid Patch Monopole Model
Figure 4.5. W/H = 10 Scale Wire Grid Patch Monopole Model
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V. COMPUTER MODEL RESULTS
This section is devoted to presenting the results of the
computer models described in Chapter III.
A. COMPUTER MONOPOLE MODELS
As discussed in Chapter III a computer monopole model of
a monopole whose characteristics were calculated and tabulated
by R.W.P. King was modeled with NEC. A second monopole but
with a tapered base was also modeled on the computer. Figure
5.1 is a plot of the resistance versus monopole height of
King's monopole, the non-tapered computer monopole model and
the tapered computer monopole model. Figure 5.2 is a plot
of the reactance versus monopole height of the three monopoles
From the graphs it is seen that NEC models the monopole well,
particularly at heights less than .4 wavelengths. The effect
of the taper at the base of the monopole is to make the
resistance and reactance lower than that for the uniform
radius. Also notice the tapered model correlates to King's
monopole better at the high frequency end while the non-
tapered model correlates better at the low frequency end.
B. PATCH MONOPOLE COMPUTER MODELS
The W/H = 1 and W/H = 10 patch monopole grid models were
run at 2 , 6, and 10 MHZ varying their grid size. The results
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Figure 5.2. Monopole Reactance Versus Monopole Height
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of the antenna model. Figures 5.3 through 5.6 are typical
plots of resistance and reactance versus grid size for the two
antenna models. From these plots it is seen that, with the
exception of the W/H = 1 antenna resistance values, it is
not apparent to what value of resistance or reactance the
computer models will converge or if they will ever converge
as grid size is decreased. Also it is seen that the grid
density has a much greater effect on the large antenna's
impedance than on that of the small antenna's.
The wire grid patch monopoles with various grid densities'
were run on the computer with the E-gap voltage source and
the current-slope-discontinuity voltage source for comparison,
at frequencies of 2, 6, and 10 MHZ. The two voltage sources
produce different results. However, for the W/H = 10 antenna
the two values tend to converge as grid size is decreased.
For the W/H = 1 antenna the two voltage soruces result in
impedances that tend to track each other at a fairly constant
separation as the grid size is varied. In both cases the
current-slope-discontinuity voltage source produces greater
resistive and reactive impedance values than the E-gap source.
Figures 5.7-5.10 illustrate these trends.
The W/H = 1 and W/H = 10 grid models were also modeled
as the number of segments in the feed line varied. This
investigated the effect of changing the segment length on
either side of the applied voltage source and the effect of
unequal segments at wire junctions, in particular at the
47
COMPUTER MODEL RESISTANCE




























GRID SIZE IN WAVELENGTHS
Figure 5.3 Resistance Versus Grid Size
Antenna Model at 6 MHZ
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GRID SIZE IN WAVELENGTHS
Figure 5.4. Reactance Versus Grid Size for W/H
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Figure 5.5. Resistance Versus Grid Size for W/H
Antenna Model at 6 MHZ
= 10
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GRID SIZE IN WAVELENGTHS
Figure 5.6. Reactance Versus Grid Size for W/H








GRID SIZE IN WAVELENGTHS
Figure 5*7 Comparison of Voltage Sources on Resistance
Versus Grid Size for W/H = 1 Antenna Model
o
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GRID SIZE IN WAVELENGTHS
Figure 5.8. Comparison of Voltage Sources on Reactance
Versus Grid Size for W/H = 1 Antenna Model
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COMPUTER MODEL RESISTANCE
KREq. = 10 UHZ. W/H = 10
001 0.12
GRID SIZE IN WAVELENGTHS
Figure 5.9. Comparison of Voltage Sources on Resistance
Versus Grid Size for W/H = 10 Antenna Model
COMPUTER MODEL REACTANCE
FREQ. = 10 UHZ. W/B = 10
0.01 0.1!
GRID SIZE IN WAVELENGTHS
Figure 5.10. Comparison of Voltage Sources on Reactance
Versus Grid Size of W/H = 10 Antenna Model
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junction of the wire grid patch and its feed line. Figures
5.11 through 5.14 are typical graphs of how the resistance
and reactance values change with grid size for different
number of feed segments.
The impedances of the small antenna model (W/H = 1) with
feed segment size equal to the grid segment size, tends to
diverge from the impedance values obtained with the feed line
broken into three segments, as the grid size is decreased.
The three segment feed line W/H = 1 model has more stable
resistance versus grid size than does the model with its feed
segment lengths equal to its grid segment lengths; the oppo-
site is true for reactance. It was expected that the model
with equal length segments in the feed line and grid would
produce the most stable impedance with respect to grid size
since it satisfied the guideline of equal length segments at
junctions as well as on either side of the voltage source,
but this was not the case.
As the graphs of Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the impedances
of the W/H = 10 antenna models with different length feed
segments tend to converge as the grid size is decreased. Also
the one segment feed line model has a more stable impedance
versus grid size model than the three segment feed line model
has. This is reasonable since the length of the one segment
feed line is closer in size to the grid segment lengths than
are the three feed line segment lengths, and as such, more
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GRID SIZE IN WAVELENGTHS
Figure 5.11 Comparison of Different Length Feed Line
Segments on Resistance Versus Grid Size
for W/H = 1 Antenna
COMPUTER MODEL REACTANCE
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Figure 5.12. Comparison of Different Length Feed Line
Segments on Reactance Versus Grid Size
for W/H = 1 Antenna
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COMPUTER MODEL RESISTANCE




GRID SIZE IN WAVELENGTHS
Figure 5.13. Comparison of Different Length Feed Line
Segments on Resistance Versus Grid Size
for W/H = 10 Antenna
COMPUTER MODEL REACTANCE
FREq. = 6 MHZ. W/H = 10
0.04 o.oa
GRID SIZE IN WAVELENGTHS
Figure 5.14 Comparison of Different Length Feed Line
Segments on Reactance Versus Grid Size
for W/H =10 Antenna
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The W/H = 1 and W/H = 10 patch monopole modles were also
modeled with the three sparse models described in Chapter
III. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 present their impedances along with
the impedances of the one meter grid size models driven with
the E-gap voltage source. The W/H = 1 models each used a
three segment feed line while the W/H = 10 models used a one
segment feed line. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 present the percent
change in resistance and reactance for each of the sparse
models with respect to the corresponding one meter grid
separation model.
• TABLE 5.1












2.08-320J 2.07-333J 2.04-359J 2.06-378J
22. 3+32. 8j 22. 1+27. 5j 21. 8+17. 9j 22. 3+13. 3j









GRID SPMVC SPMV SPMNV
2. 07-98. 9j 2.23-125J 2.28-142J 2.48-157J
34. 2+36. 2j 37. 1+39. 6j 42. 3+44. 3j 51.3+58. 6j
59.9+31.31J 78. 2+24. 3j 89.1+1.59J 116-1. 14j
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TABLE 5.3
PERCENT CHANGE IN RESISTANCE AND REACTANCE OF SPARSE MODELS






A%R A%Xj A%R A%Xj A%R A%Xj
2 .53 3.89 2.16 12.3 1.15 18.3
6 .89 19.2 2.26 45.6 .29 59.5
10 1.15 21 1.75 4 .93 2.97 3.70
TABLE 5.4
PERCENT CHANGE IN RESISTANCE AND REACTANCE OF SPARSE MODELS





SPMV¥ - SPMNV CD
A%R A%Xj A%R A%Xj A%R A%Xj
2 6.96 21.1 10.0 4 3.7 18.6 58.9
6 8.38 8.55 r 19.2 18.3 33.3 38.2
10 23.4 2 8 .9 48.9 94.9 94.1 103.
The W/H = 1 sparse models are relatively good over the
frequency range 2-10 MHZ with the worst case percent change
in resistance being 2.97%. The reactances are less com-
parable, reaching a percent change of about 60% at 6 MHZ.
However, 6 MHZ is the near resonance frequency of the grid
model and computer models typically result in resonances
which are shifted from the physical resonance. This results
in greater deviations in impedances between the physical and
modeled antennas near resonance. The above and below resonance
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frequencies give a better correlation with a maximum percent
change of 18.32%.
The W/H = 10 sparse models correlate less and less in
impedance with the grid model as frequency increases and as
the model becomes sparser, i.e., the SPMVC model's impedance
correlates with the grid model's impedance better than the
SPMV model's impedance. The tables also show that the reac-
tances correlate worse than the resistances. This is expected
since the sparse models have fewer wires available for current
distribution. This results in larger currents on the sparse
model's individual wires than what would be found on the grid
models individual wires. Larger current concentrations result
in greater reactances. Also the sparse models were designed
to mimic the current distribution on the grid models at 2 MHZ
and as the antenna's height and breadth increase in wavelength
the current distribution becomes more complex and the sparse
models are less capable of supporting these currents and thus
produce different impedances.
The sparse models were also run with the wire radii reduced
from .05 meters to .005 meters. As expected the results indi-
cate that thinner wire tends to increase the antenna's impedance
To determine the effect of multiple feed points on the
antenna model the W/H = 1 and W/H = 10 wire grid models were
run with three feed points for various grid sizes. Figures
5.15 and 5.16 show the manner in which resistance and reactance
changed with respect to grid size for the three feed models.
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COMPUTER MODEL RESISTANCE
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GRID SIZE IN WAVELENGTHS
Figure 5.15. Resistance Comparison of 3 Feed Model
and 1 Feed Model Versus Grid Size
COMPUTER MODEL REACTANCE
FREQ. a 6 MHZ, W/H = 10
0.04 o.oa
GRID SIZE IN WAVELENGTHS
Figure 5.16. Reactance Comparison of 3 Feed Model
and 1 Feed Model Versus Grid Size
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The resistance and reactance curves of a single feed model
are included in the plots for comparison.
The impedance for the three feed models tend to be more
stable than for the single feed point models, with respect
to grid size. The resistances of the three feed model are
typically less than those of the single feed model. In
addition the reactances are typically more capacitive than
the reactances of the single feed model.
Radiation patterns for the one meter grid separation patch
monopole models driven with the E-gap voltage source were
obtained over the frequency range 2-24 MHZ. The W/H = 1
and W/H = 2 antenna models each used a three segment feed
line and the W/H = 10 antenna model used a single segment
feed line.
For heights less than .3 wavelength, the radiation patterns
of the W/H = 1 and W/H = 2 patch monopoles looked like patterns
of equal height monopoles. The horizontal patterns became
slightly elliptical at electrical heights greater than .5
wavelengths. At heights greater than .5 wavelengths the verti-
cal patterns looked similar to those of an equal size monopole
but with less lobing. Figure 5.17 is typical of the horizon-
tal patterns of the W/H = 1 and W/H = 2 antennas showing the
elliptical shape. Figure 5.18 is a typical vertical pattern.
Notice the less severe lobing compared to an equal sized
monopole radiation pattern. Figure 5.19 is the vertical pattern
of a monopole of equal height provided for comparison.
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Figure 5.17 Typical Horizontal Pattern of W/H = 1
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Figure 5.18. Typical Vertical Pattern of W/H = 1 and
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Figure 5.19. Vertical Pattern of Monopole with Electrical
Height Equal to That of the Antenna of
Figure 5.18
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The W/H = 10 patch monopole has horizontal patterns
similar to those of the other two antennas but the ellipticity
is more prominent. Figure 5.20 is a typical horizontal pat-
tern. For electrical heights greater than .5 wavelengths,
the vertical patterns of the W/H = 10 antenna lose the
circular symmetry that the vertical patterns of an equal height
monopole possess, as seen in Figures 5.21 and 5.22. Note the
vertical pattern's shape is dependent on the azimuth angle
of the antenna. This is expected as the breadth of the patch
monopole face causes the antenna to appear like a very broad
monopole from the face aspect while it looks like a thin
monopole from the side aspect. Figure 5.23 is the vertical
pattern of a monopole whose electrical height is equal to the
antenna whose patterns are shown in Figures 5.21 and 5.22.
The following is a summarization of the patch monopole
computer model results: There are many modeling parameters
which affect the impedance of the computer model. Among these
parameters are grid size, type of voltage source, feed line
segmentation and the radius of the wire segments . The small
antenna model's impedance is less dependent on these parameters
than is the large antenna model's impedance. The impedances
of the various large antenna models tend to converge in value
as the grid size is reduced. Sparse models are adequate in
terms of impedance for electrically short antennas and repre-
sent a savings in computer storage and time requirements.
The horizontal patterns of the patch monopoles become elliptical
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Figure 5.20 Typical Horizontal Pattern of the
W/H = 10 Antenna
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Figure 5.21. Typical Vertical Pattern of the W/H
Antenna for Heights Greater than .5
Wavelengths (Face on View)
= 10
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Figure 5.22. Typical Vertical Pattern of the W/H
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Figure 5.23. Vertical Pattern of Monopole Whose Electri-
cal Height Is Equal to That of the Antenna
of Figures 5.21 and 5.22
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for antenna heights greater than .5 wavelengths. The vertical
patterns display less severe lobing than the patterns of an
equal height monopole. However the circular symmetry charac-
teristic of a monopole 's vertical pattern is also lost as the
patch monopole 's vertical pattern becomes more directional.
C. PATCH MONOPOLE AT BOX FACE COMPUTER MODELS
Computer models of each of the patch monopoles at the
open face of a metal box were run on the computer using NEC.
The frequency range was 2-2 4 MHZ. This frequency range corres-
ponded to the box electrical height range of .08 wavelengths
to .96 wavelengths. The patch monopole models were the W/H = 1,
W/H = 2, and W/H = 10 wire grid models with one meter grid
spacing driven by the E-gap voltage source. These models and
the box models were described in Chapter III.
Figures 5.24 and 5.25 are plots of the resistance and
reactances versus box height of each of the three patch
monopoles at the open face of the wire grid box model (hence-
forth referred to as the survivable antenna) . From these
plots it is apparent that the W/H = 10 survivable antenna (the
largest patch monopole at the box face) produces lower resis-
tances and reactances than the other two antennas. The first
resonances of all three antennas are close together, around
.18 wavelengths. Also, the reactance of the W/H = 10 survi-
vable antenna drops away from that of the other two at a box
height of about .25 wavelengths.
A 3:1 SWR is considered a reasonable criterion for broad-
band antenna operation [Ref. 10]. Not too many antennas
68
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Figure 5.25. Reactance Versus Box Height of Survivable
Antenna Models
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satisfy this criterion over an operating band of interest but
many may be brought into this region by use of series induc-
tance or capacitance. Figure 5.26 shows the 3:1 SWR circle.
The shaded region represents the impedance region of the
Smith chart which may be moved into the 3:1 SWR circle by
use of series reactances. This thesis will consider impedances
that fall in this region and the 3:1 SWR circle as acceptable
impedances for operational requirements.
Figures 5.27 through 5.29 are Smith Chart plots of the
impedance characteristics for the W/H = 1, W/H = 2, and
W/H = 10 survivable antennas. Table 5.5 presents the frequency
ranges which fall in the 3:1 SWR circle or are matchable by
series reactance to the 3:1 SWR circle for the three antennas.
TABLE 5.5
FREQUENCIES SATISFYING 3:1 SWR CRITERIA
W/H = 1 W/H = 2 W/H =10
Frequency
Range 7-10 7-9, 14, 20 6-7.5, 8.5-22, 24
in MHZ
This table reveals that the W/H = 10 survivable antenna
design has the superior bandwidth of the three. Based on the
frequency ranges over which the antenna's impedance is series
matchable to a 3:1 SWR, this antenna has an acceptable fre-
quency range from 6-7.5 MHZ and 8.5-22 MHZ. Also the antenna
















Figure 5.29. Impedance Plot of W/H =10 Survivable Antenna
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a matching network over the frequency range of 8.5-11
MHZ.
Radiation patterns were obtained for the three survivable
antenna designs. For box heights of up to .4 wavelengths the
patterns of the three antennas tended to be similar (though
not identical) indicating the box was the dominant factor in
the patterns at these frequencies. At very low frequencies,
where the box height was less than a tenth of a wavelength,
the patterns closely resemble those of an electrically short
monopole. As frequency increases the box height becomes near
.25 wavelength and the patterns become cardioidal in the
direction of the box face. Figures 5.30-5.32 are typical of
these patterns. Notice the heart-shaped patterns with the
greatest gain in the direction of the box face.
As the box height nears half a wavelength, the horizontal
patterns become less directional and the vertical patterns
differ greatly from those, of an equal-sized monopole. Figures
5.33-5.35 illustrate these properties. From these figures it
is observed that the horizontal pattern no longer presents a
cardioidal shape. The vertical patterns have lost the null
at the 90 degree elevation angle which is characteristic of a
vertical monopole pattern. The patterns are also less lobey
than the vertical patterns of an equal-sized monopole. Also
the patch monopole has better gain at higher elevation angles
than does a monopole of equal height. Figure 5.36 is the
vertical pattern of a monopole whose electrical height is
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Figure 5.30. Typical Horizontal Pattern for Box Height
Near .25 Wavelength
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Figure 5.31. Typical Vertical Pattern for Box Height
Near .25 Wavelength (Face Aspect)
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Figure 5.32. Typical Vertical Pattern for Box Height
Near .25 Wavelength (Side Aspect)
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Figure 5.33. Typical Horizontal Pattern for Box Height
Near . 5 Wavelength
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Figure 5.34. Typical Vertical Pattern for Box Height
Near .5 Wavelength (Face Aspect)
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Figure 5.35. Typical Vertical Pattern for Box Height
Near .5 Wavelength (Side Aspect)
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Figure 5.36. Vertical Pattern of a .56 Wavelength
Tall Monopole
equal to the antenna whose patterns are shown in Figures 5.3 3-
5.35.
As the frequency is increased and the box nears . 8 wave-
lengths in height the vertical patterns become more lobey and
the horizontal patterns become more directional. Figures 5.37
and 5.38 are vertical patterns of the W/H = 10 antenna which
show the lobey radiation pattern of the antenna for a box
height of .8 wavelengths. Figures 5.39 and 5.40 are hori-
zontal radiation patterns for the same antenna and frequency
which display the directional properties of the pattern.
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Figure 5.37. Vertical Pattern of W/H = 10 Survivable
Antenna at a Box Height of .8 Wavelength(Face Aspect)
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Figure 5.38. Vertical Pattern of W/H = 10 Survivable
Antenna at a Box Height of .8 Wavelength
(Side Aspect)
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Figure 5.39. Horizontal Pattern of W/H = 10 Survivable
Antenna at a Box Height of .8 Wavelength
(Elevation Angle of 30 Degrees)
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Figure 5.40. Horizontal Pattern of W/H = 10 Survivable
Antenna at a Box Height of . 8 Wavelength
(Elevation Angle of Degrees)
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VI. PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS
Impedance measurements were made on the patch monopole
scale models and the replica of a monopole whose impedance
characteristics were tabulated by R.W.P. King. These antennas
were described in Chapter IV. The measurements were taken
with the antenna on an 11x11 meter ground plane. The proce-
dure described in Hewlett Packard Application Note 77-3
[Ref. 11] was followed. This required a directional coupler,
vector voltmeter, and a frequency sweep oscillator. Appendix
A contains a block diagram of the experimental set up.
To ensure the test equipment was operating properly the
impedance of a known 200 ohm load was measured. The measured
values produced a 4:1 SWR circle on a Smith Chart indicating
proper test equipment operation over the frequency range in
question, 90-1080 MHZ.
It was necessary to determine the effect of the feed
transition and finite ground plane on the impedance measure-
ments. Impedance measurements were done on a monopole whose
theoretical impedance characteristics were known. Figure 6.1
is the plot of the measured impedances. There is a definite
digression from the expected clockwise spiral on the Smith
Chart which characterizes monopole impedance plots. The data
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Figure 6.1. Plot of Measured Monopole Impedances
90
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 are plots of the resistance and
reactance of the physical monopole and the theoretical mono-
pole, referred to as King's monopole. These plots show dis-
agreement between the theoretical and measured impedance values
The frequency ranges of disagreement are 427.5-675 MHZ for
resistance and 315-630 MHZ for reactance. The impedance values
•are also questionable at frequencies greater than 900 MHZ and
less than 112.5 MHZ. Note that the physical measurements
correlate well with the theoretical data in the frequency
ranges 112.5-315 MHZ and 630-900 MHZ.
Having determined the frequency ranges where measured
data are likely to be accurate and inaccurate, the physical
scale patch monopole models impedance characteristics were
measured.
The impedance plots of the W/H = 1 solid and grid scale
models are presented in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 respectively.
Figure 6.6 is the W/H = 2 grid scale model measured impedance
characteristics. Figures 6.7 and 6.8 are the W/H = 10 solid
and grid scale impedance measurements respectively.
The impedance plots of the W/H = 1 and W/H = 2 patch
monopole models show erratic impedance values in the frequency
range 337.5-675 MHZ. This was the same frequency range for
which the monopole measurement resulted in questionable data
and as such was not unexpected.
The W/H = 10 scale solid and grid model measurements do
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Figure 6.5. W/H = 1 Grid Scale Model Impedance
Characteristics
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Figure 6.8. W/H = 10 Grid Scale Model Impedance
Characteristics
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experienced. The reason is not certain, but one possible
explanation is the model's larger size. Broad monopoles are
affected less in impedance by finite ground planes than are
slendor monopoles.
The Smith Chart impedance plots of the W/H = 1 and W/H =10
models show that the wire grid models and solid plate models
have similar impedance characteristics. Thus the use of a
wire grid structure to model or approximate a solid structure
is valid.
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VII. PHYSICAL MODEL AND COMPUTER MODEL COMPARISONS
This chapter provides a comparison between the computer
generated and measured impedances of the various patch mono-
pole models. These comparisons may be used to determine how
well the computer models of the survivable antenna, used in
Chapter V, predict the physical performance of the antenna.
Tables 7.1 and 7.2 present the percent change in resistance
and reactance values of a representative number of the com-
puter models of Chapter V with respect to the solid scale
patch monopole models of the W/H = 1 and W/H =10 antennas.
The W/H = 1 antenna is compared at 2 and 6 MHZ while the
W/H = 10 antenna is compared at 2, 6, and 10 MHZ. The W/H = 1
antenna models were not compared at 10 MHZ due to the erratic
nature of the measured impedance at this frequency. Note 10
MHZ corresponded to 450 MHZ when scaled by 45 for the scale
model measurement.
Several observations may be made from Table 7.1. The
various W/H = 1 computer models yield similar values of
resistance. At 2 MHZ the correlation between physical and
computed impedances is poor. This was expected as the fre-
quency range below 112.5 MHZ, or 2.5 MHZ for the computer
models, was determined to be questionable in Chapter VI.
At 6 MHZ the models with the current-slope-discontinuity source
seem to yield more accurate resistances. Of the computer
100
TABLE 7.1
PERCENT CHANGE BETWEEN MEASURED AND COMPUTED IMPEDANCES
OF THE W/H = 1 ANTENNA
4x4
2 MHZ 6 MHZ
A%R A%Xj A%R A%Xj
Grid Sep = . 5 m
Equal Feed Seg 78.7 46.2 36.1 12.4
E Gap Source
Grid Sep = 1 m
Equal Feed Seg 78.0 55.0 37.3 20.8
E Gap Source
Grid Sep = . 5 m
3 Seg Feed 77.5 43.4 38.3 1.2
E Gap Source
Grid Sep = 1 m
3 Seg Feed 77.5 53.9 38.0 15.3
E Gap Source
Grid SetD = . 5 m
3 Seg Feed 77.6 52.0 26.9 16.0
C/S Source
Grid Sep = 1 m
3 Seg Feed 77.8 62.3 27.1 3.6
C/S Source
SPMVC 77.6 60.1 38.5 28.9
SPMV 78.0 72.8 39.4 53.9
SPMNV 77.7 82.0 38.2 65.7
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TABLE 7.2
PERCENT CHANGE BETWEEN MEASURED AND COMPUTED
IMPEDANCES OF THE W/H =10 ANTENNA
W/H =10
2 MHZ 6 MHZ 10 MHZ
A%R A%Xj A%R A%Xj A%R A%Xj
Sep = 1 m
3 Seg Feed 33.5 29.4 21.1 15.0 6.8' 6.4
E Gap Source
Sep = 2.5 m
3 Seg Feed 17.5 76.8 7.2 64.8 50.2 27.5
E Gap Source
Sep = 1 m
1 Seg Feed 36.4 21.4 27.3 13.2 14.5 1.0
E Gap Source
Sep = 2.5 m
1 Seg Feed 27.0 52.1 10.6 48.7 26.0 11.9
E Gap Source
Sep = 1 m
3 Seg Feed 19.1 59.6 1.7 43.8 21.1 6.9
C/S Source
Sep = 2.5 m
3 Seg Feed .8 117 39.8 106 92.5 39.8
C/S Source
Sep = 1 m
1 Seg Feed 31.7 32.3 16.9 25.3 1.4 3.6
C/S Source
Sep = 2.5 m
1 Seg Feed 18.2 74.1 9.5 74.3 52.7 21.7
C/S Source
SPMVC 31.7 53.8 21.2 23.8 11.7 21.6
SPMV 30.1 74.4 10.0 38.6 27.4 94.9
SPMNV 24.0 77.4 9.0 83.2 66.0 103
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models, the sparse models have the poorest correlation in
reactance and this becomes progressively worse as the sparse-
ness of the models increases, i.e., the SPMNV model is worse
than the SPMV model which is worse than the SPMVC model.
Among the E-gap wire grid models the three segment feed line
models produce better reactances, while the models with equal
feed segment and grid segment lengths yield slightly better
resistances
.
From Table 7.2 several trends concerning the W/H = 10
model types are evident. The sparse models again get pro-
gressively worse as their sparseness is increased. The 1
meter grid separation models are generally better than the
2.5 meter grid separation models, particularly in reactance.
This indicates that tighter grids produce more accurate
results. The current-slope-discontinuity voltage source
models are generally better in resistance than are the E-gap
voltage source models, but the opposite is true in reac-
tance. There are exceptions to this generality noted,
particularly at 10 MHZ. Among the wire grid models with one
meter grid separation, the three segment feed line models
generally produce resistances which correlate better to
measured values than do the one segment feed models. Here
again, the opposite is true for reactance.
If all models with a percent change greater than 50% in
either resistance or reactance for any of the three frequencies
are discarded, only three models remain. These are the one
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meter separation wire grid models. Two of these use the E-gap
voltage source and the other uses the current-slope-discon-
tinuity voltage source. The current-slope-discontinuity
voltage source model has a one segment feed line as does one
of the E-gap voltage source models. The remaining E-gap
voltage source model uses a three segment feed line. These
three models are fairly close to each other in impedance
value and it is difficult to determine which is the better
model over the frequency range in question.
It was noted that for some models an average gain which
was much less than 2.0 produced better results in resistance
than models with an average gain near 2.0. Appendix B con-
tains a discussion of these results.
It is apparent that for different frequency ranges, the
various models result in different impedances. Some are
better than others at one frequency and worse than others at
another frequency. To properly choose the most accurate
model over a broad frequency range, the models in question
should each be exercised over the frequency range and com-
pared to physical measurements.
Impedances for the wire grid patch monopole computer
models of the W/H = 1, W/H = 2, and W/H = 10 antennas were
obtained over the frequency range 2-24 MHZ. The models
used had a grid separation of one meter and were driven by
the E-gap voltage source. The W/H = 1 and W/H = 2 models
used a three segment feed line while the W/H = 10 model had
a one segment feed line.
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Figures 7.1 and 7.2 are plots of the W/H = 1 solid and
grid scale patch monopole measured resistance and reactance
values. Included in the plots are the computer generated
resistance and reactance values. Figures 7.3 and 7.4 are
the resistance and reactance values for the W/H = 2 computer
model and the wire grid scale model. Figures 7.5 and 7.6
are the W/H = 10 resistance and reactance plots of the
computer model, solid scale model, and wire grid scale model.
The following paragraphs are observations from these figures.
These plots show the close correlation in impedance
between the wire grid scale models and the solid scale models,
affirming the fact that wire grids can be used to approximate
solid plate structures.
The computer model reactances and the measured reactances
correlate well for the three antenna sizes. The resistance
values do not possess such a close correlation. For the
W/H = 1 and W/H = 2 antennas the correlation between computer
model and scale model resistances is relatively poor for fre-
quencies greater than around 7 MHZ, which corresponds to the
scale model frequency of 315 MHZ. In Chapter VI it was noted
that for the W/H = 1 and W/H = 2 scale models there was
questionable data in this frequency range so these results are
not too surprising. It is noted that the computer generated
resistance curves do pass through the measured resistance
curves and with the same general increasing trend, indicating
that a loose correlation does exist.
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PATCH MONOPOLE
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Figure 7.6. W/H = 10 Computer and Scale Model Reactance
Comparisons
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The resistance values of the W/H = 10 computer and scale
models correlate very well up to around 2 MHZ or a scale
model frequency of 900 MHZ. This correlation was expected
as the questionable datapoints seen in the 315-630 MHZ range
of the two smaller antennas were not present in the W/H = 10
scale models' measurements. There was some discrepancy
between the physical monopole model and the theoretical mono-
pole model at frequencies greater than 900 MHZ so the dis-
agreement of the W/H = 10 scale and computer models above
900 MHZ was also expected.
The general result is that the computer model of the
W/H = 10 is a close approximation to the real one. The
computer models of the W/H = 1 and W/H = 2 antennas are good
in reactance but don't agree with the measured resistance
as well above 7 MHZ. Since the questionable data seems to
be caused by the physical set up it is likely the computer
models are also accurate above 7 MHZ.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This thesis has taken a survivable antenna design and
developed a computer model for the antenna which was used to
determine the impedance characteristics and radiation patterns
of the survivable antenna over the HF frequency range of
2-24 MHZ. In the process several computer models were looked
at and compared to physical results. This lead to many
conclusions concerning computer modeling and the feasibility
of the survivable antenna.
A. MODELING
Wire grids can be used to model flat metal surfaces.
A grid spacing of .1 wavelength is usually adequate,
however, the grid density does affect the impedance of a
computer model. The effect of the grid density is much more
prominent in the W/H =10 antenna than in the W/H = 1 model
indicating larger structures are more sensitive to grid
density. In general, models with tighter grid densities
yield impedances closer to measured values.
Grid density is not the only parameter affecting the
computer model's impedance. The type of voltage source, the
number and size of feed segments, and the radius of the wires
also affect the impedance. Since there are so many parameters
affecting the impedance of the computer models, physical
models should be built to determine, within experimental
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error, the actual impedance characteristics of the antenna.
The parameters of the computer model may then be varied to
produce impedances comparable to the physical antenna measure-
ments. This verified model may then be used in a more complex
environment with reasonable confidence.
Sparse models, like the SPMVC one used in this study, can
produce reasonably good results at low frequencies where the
antenna structure is small in terms of wavelengths. Such
models represent considerable savings in both computer time
and storage requirements. As frequency increases sparse
models tend to become inaccurate, particularly for reactance,
however, this might be corrected by use of lumped loads in
the computer model.
NEC may be used to model wire structures well and can be
an effective antenna engineering tool when used with experi-
ence and knowledge of antenna theory. In this study the
W/H = 10 antenna computer model used with NEC yielded impedances
which were close to the scale model impedance measurements.
The W/H = 1 and W/H = 2 antenna computer models produced
reactances which agreed well with the measured reactances.
There was less correlation between measured and computed
resistances. This was more likely due to experimental errors
than computer errors. It is also interesting that reactances
correlate to the physical measurements better than the resis-
tances in these cases, since computer modeling theory predicts
greater error in reactance than in resistance.
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Computer models with relatively poor average gains pro-
duced more accurate impedance values in some cases than did
models with very good average gains as seen in Appendix B.
In computer modeling practice it has generally been accepted
that models with poor average gain are less adequate than
those with good average gains. This is a guideline which
needs to be investigated. It is possible that the models with
poor average gain produce errors which compensate for some
other deficiency in the model; this, in turn, may result in
improved performance. Such a case would be a combination
of errors and not necessarily desirable.
B. THE SURVIVABLE ANTENNA
The results of this thesis indicate that a rectangular
volume driven by a patch monopole at an insulated or open
face does possess radiation patterns and impedance character-
istics which make it a feasible design.
Of the three structures investigated the W/H = 10 patch
monopole at the open face of the box has the superior impedance
characteristics. This antenna is matchable to a 3:1 SWR
over the frequency ranges of 6-7.5 MHZ, 8.5-22 MHZ, and 24 MHZ
and possesses a 3:1 SWR without the need of a matching network
over the frequency range of 8.5-11 MHZ.
For small electrical heights, less than around .1 wave-
lengths, the radiation patterns of the three survivable
antennas are similar to those of a .25 wavelength monopole.
This is expected as antennas which are electrically short
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produce similar radiation patterns almost independent of the
antenna's geometry; "a small antenna is a small antenna."
The radiation patterns of all three antennas are similar
below 20 MHZ, indicating the box has the dominant effect.
In the frequency range 6-14 MHZ the W/H = 10 the surviva-
ble antenna has a cardioidal horizontal pattern with vertical
patterns which exhibit less lobing than those of a monopole
of equal height, but they are also more directional. This
directionality might be corrected by use of two patch mono-
poles, one on either side of the box. As the frequency in-
creases the antenna remains directional, but to a lesser
extent, and becomes more lobey. The lobing is less severe
than that of a monopole of equal height and possesses better
gain at higher elevation angles than does a monopole of equal
height.
C. RECOMMENDATIONS
There are many aspects of this study which warrant further
study.
The ground plane should be investigated and the source of
impedance measurement error corrected. Impedance measurements
on the scale models may then be repeated and compared to the
computed values.
The current-slope-discontinuity voltage source model should
be exercised over the frequency range 2-24 MHZ for comparison
to the physical measurements. This model yielded promising
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impedances and may prove to be as good as or better than the
E-gap voltage source model.
To determine the antenna's response at higher frequencies,
the survivable antenna impedance and radiation pattern
computations should be repeated over a higher frequency
range. The VHF frequency range might prove interesting.
The wire grid box models should be investigated to deter-
mine the effect of grid density and wire radius on these
models. If a sparser box model could be used it would greatly
reduce the computer storage and time requirements.
Finally, physical models of the survivable antenna should





Figure A is a block diagram of the experimental set up
used for the antenna impedance measurements. The following
equipment was used for the measurements:
HP8405A Vector Voltmeter
HP8350B Sweep Oscillator
20 dB Dual Directional Coupler

















An antenna radiating in a half space over a perfect
ground theoretically has an average gain of 2.0. This
criterion is commonly applied to antenna computer models to
gauge the accuracy of the model. Table B displays represen-
tative average gains (G) along with the percent change
between the computer and physical scale model impedances of
this study. This table reveals that some models with average
gains less than 1.8 5 and even in the range of 1.5 produce
smaller percent changes in resistance than do some models
whose average gains are near 2.0. It is also true that these
models with poor average gain, but good percent change in
resistance, are generally worse in percent change of reactance
than models with better average gains.
It is possible that the models with poor average gain
produce errors which compensate for some other deficiency
in the model which results in improved performance, i.e.,
multiple errors working to offset each other.
The data presented here is over a limited range and more




PERCENT CHANGE BETWEEN PHYSICAL IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS AND
COMPUTER MODEL IMPEDANCES, AVERAGE GAIN OF COMPUTER MODEL
FOR W/H =10 ANTENNA MODEL
2 MHZ 6 MHZ
A%R A%Xj G A%R A%Xj G
Sep = 1 m
3 Seg Feed 33.5 29.4 1.89 21.1 15.0 1.89
E-Gap
Sep = 2.5 m
3 Seg Feed 17.5 76.8 1.56 7.18 64.8 1.55
E-Gap
Sep = 1 m
1 Seg Feed 36.4 21.4 2.01 27.3 13.2 2.01
E-Gap
Sep = 2.5 m
1 Seg Feed 27.1 52.1 1.81 10.6 48.7 1.81
E-Gap
Sep = 1 m
3 Seg Feed 19.1 59.6 1.51 1.74 43.8 1.51
C/S Source
Sep = 2.5 m
3 Seg Feed .83 116 1.25 39.8 106 1.24
C/S Source
Sep = 1 m
1 Seg Feed 31.7 32.3 1.82 16.9 25.3 1.82
C/S Source
Sep = 2.5 m
1 Seg Feed 18.21 74.1 1.55 9.54 74.3 1.55
C/S Source
SPMVC 31.7 53.8 1.98 21.2 23.8 1.95
SPMV 30.1 74.4 1.84 10.0 38.5 1.82
SPMNV 24.0 74.4 1.77 9.05 83.2 1.76
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